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CRAWLER CRANE
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Main Specifications

ZCC1100H

Crawler Crane
ZCC1100H crawler crane, whose maximum lifting capacity is 100t, is born to satisfy the demands from
first-class international market. With advanced technology and excellent performance, the product serves
the end-users of the mature market. The engineers summarize rules and experience from the user’s
construction data, thus making the product powerful enough, practical, and friendly to use.

Overall View

Lifting Height On S-1 Boom

Value

60 °

50 °
220’(67.1)

200’2”(61)
190’4”(58)

Max. lifting capacity / radius

200’(61)

180’5”(55)

100/3.2 t/m

170’8”(52)

40 °

160’10”(49)

Max. lifting capacity of fixed jib

8t

Main boom length

13~67 m

150’11”(46)

160’(48.8)

Fixed jib angle

10°，30°

Traveling speed (high/low speed)

1.25/0.5 km/h

Gradeability

30% (16.7°)

Max. transport weight of basic machine

45.3 t

Deadweight of crane with basic boom

86 t

3’3”
(1000)

101’9”(31)
91’11”(28)

100’(30.5)

82’(25)
72’3”(22)

80’(24.4)

62’4”(19)
52’6”(16)
42’8”(13)

Boom length

30~82.5°

111’6”(34)

30°~82.5°

20’

40’

60’

(6.1)

(12.2)

(18.3)

80’

100’

(24.4) (30.5)

120’

140’

(36.6) (42.7)

Slewing radius

160‘

180’

(48.8) (54.9)

60’(18.3)
40’(12.2)

200’

(61)
Radius ft(m)

Note:The deflection of boom is not taken into consideration

(3350)11”

Main boom angle

30 ° 120’(36.6)

Lifting height ft(m)

29’9”
)42’8”~
(13000
~67000

55+18 m

(1970)6’5”

Self- assembly and dismantling mode is set so that the crane can assemble and dismantle
the crawler carriers and boom sections without the help of an auxiliary crane, reducing
energy consumption.

The visual alarm is fitted to ensure safe crane
operation. If required construction conditions can
not be met, the system will sent out alarms.

6~18 m

(1300)4’3”

Free-fall winch brake is environmental friendly wet multi-disc friction brake.

The crane operations can be performed stably
with high efficiency.

Max. length of main boom with fixed jib

140’(42.7)

121’5”(37)

(3330)10’11”

The key components have undergone tens of
thousands of reliability tests before delivery.

Fixed jib length

180’(54.9)

141’2”(43)

(6850)22’5”

Its emission satisfies U.S. EPA Tier 3 standard.

70 °

210’(64)

131’3”(40)

Reliable
Environmental

80 °

219’10”(67)

Item

(5440)17’10”

Ground pressure precalculation system. Precalculate the ground pressure, thus providing
proof for the user to deal with the ground matters.

28 t (Rear counterweight)
Counterweight
10 t (Central counterweight)

R15’5”
(R4700)
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Free-fall winch control scheme. It studies the influence of the load on the boom head
during brake with a load, optimizes the relationship between the brake force and impact
force, and prevent casualty and property loss due to wrong operation.

(437)17”

Limit load control strategy makes all simultaneous movements realized, and ensures that
no impact is generated to the system when adding or reducing the number of simultaneous movements in light or medium load condition.

(6340)20’10”

(3600)11’10”

Intelligent

(800)2’7”

(5000/3400) 16’5”/11’2”
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